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In our cities and rural communities.
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Mobility and  
quality of life 

For our cities and rural communities



Baden-Württemberg is driving the transformation of the 

transport sector. 

We are committed to reduce CO
2
 emissions from transport by 

more than half by 2030. 

That is why we reshape mobility for our citizens in urban are-

as and rural communities. Our goal is to promote a new form 

of mobility that improves our health and raises the quality of 

life. It will enable everyone to participate actively in society 

while protecting our climate. 

We are pursuing a transition to electric mobility and other 

climate-friendly technologies. We are committed to overhaul 

the mobility sector by switching to environmentally-friendly 

forms of transport.

That is why our public transport services have experienced  

a massive upgrade in recent years. We have made it easier to 

use buses and trains. What is more, we have extended the 

network of attractive cycle paths and footways.

We invite you to explore the goals and issues that are being 

pursued by the Ministry of Transport and join us in achieving 

sustainable mobility.

Elke Zimmer MP

State Secretary

Berthold Frieß

Director General

Winfried Hermann MP

Minister of Transport  

Baden-Württemberg



noise from 
motorcycles

measures to ensure air quality

noise action plans

speed limits

climate 
action and 
adaptation

mobility data

car-sharing

Tackling  
emissions and 

noise

Digital  
mobility

Ministry of Transport fields of activity

autonomous 
driving

digital 
roadworks 
management



climate-friendly 
freight transport

interconnecting 
modes of  
transport

charging infrastructure

climate- 
neutral fuels

traffic-calmed 
town centres

express bikeways

extending 
cycle path 
network

New  
mobility

Cyclists and 
pedestrians

electric cargo 
bikes

cooperation 
with municipal 
and private 
partners

electric 
cars

climate-friendly 
aviation

pedestrian traffic 
concepts

accessibility checks 
for pedestrians



traffic information

regional buses and on-demand 
transport services

community 
buses

accessibility

mobility incentives 
for local authorities

fares

expanding services 
and infrastructure

reactivation of 
railway lines

Roads

Train and bus

road safety

road 
maintenance 
services maintaining 

roads and 
bridges

sustainable road 
construction

environmentally- 
friendly propulsion 
systems

digital 
rail

nature  
conservation

reliable and 
regular mobility 
services 
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One in two  trips  
is done walking  
or by bike

One fifth  less car traffic in cities 
and rural areas

*compared to 1990

– 55%
*CO2 

Our goal: transforming the transport 
sector by 2030

Double  the use of 
public transport

One in two  cars  
is powered by  
renewable energy

Half  of all freight  
is transported by 
climate-neutral 
means
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Our work in numbers

7,300
on federal and 
state highways

1.75
million

train journeys 
per year

8,000
kilometres 
cycle path 
network called 
RadNETZ BW

11million

pedestrians

bridges 
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Publisher

Ministry of Transport Baden-Württemberg

Dorotheenstraße 8 · 70173 Stuttgart

www.vm.baden-wuerttemberg.de

In our cities and rural communities.

Realisation and design

unger+ kreative strategen GmbH
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